[Endoscopic closure of cranionasal cerebrospinal fluid fistulas with the use of neuronavigation--"Computer Aided Surgery"].
Conventionally, cranionasal cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) fistulas have been closed by repair of the dural defect via an open craniotomy. These techniques may be cumbersome, not without complications, and far from successful. In recent years, endoscopic techniques have been developed in the field of nasal surgery and neurosurgery. Furthermore, by means of computer-aided surgery or neuronavigation, it is possible to identify the surgical track with a high degree of accuracy and, by the same token, identify the defect in the cranium. By combining the endoscopic technique with computer-aided surgery, we have operated on six patients with cranionasal CSF fistulas endonasally. The fistula was confirmed before surgery by subaracnoidal injection of fluorescein. The surgery was successful and without any complications in all six cases. The method is recommended as the operation of first choice for cranionasal CFS fistulas, as compared to transcranial surgery. It is probably more efficient and with fewer complications than conventional surgery. A collaboration between neurosurgeons and ENT surgeons, like ours, can be recommended.